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Abstract 

‘Sensorimotor transformations’ are processes whereby sensory information is 
used to generate motor commands. One example is the ‘visuomotor map’ that 
transforms visual information about objects to motor commands that activates 
various muscles during grasping movements. In the first study we quantified the 
relative impact (or ‘weighting’) of visual and haptic information on the sensorimotor 
transformation and investigated the principles that regulates the weighting process. To 
do this, we let subjects perform a task in which the object seen (visual object) and the 
object grasped (haptic object) were physically never the same. When the haptic object 
became larger or smaller than the visual object, subjects in the following trials 
automatically adapted their maximum grip aperture (MGA) when reaching for the 
object. The adaptation process was quicker and relied more on haptic information 
when the haptic objects increased in size than when they decreased in size. As such, 
sensory weighting is molded to avoid prehension error. 

In the second study we investigated the degree to which the visuomotor map 
could be modified. Normally, the relationship between the visual size of the object 
(VO) and the MGA can be expressed as a linear relationship, where MGA = a + b ⋅ 
VO. Our results demonstrate that subjects inter- and extrapolate in the visuomotor 
map (that is, they are reluctant to abandon the linear relationship) and that the offset 
(a) but not the slope (b) can be modified. 

In the third study, we investigated how a ‘new’ sensorimotor transformation 
can be established and modified. We therefore replaced the normal input of visual 
information about object size with auditory information, where the size of the object 
was log-linearly related to the frequency of a tone. Learning of an audiomotor map 
consisted of three distinct phases: during the first stage (~10-15 trials) there were no 
overt signs of learning. During the second stage there was a period of fast learning 
where the MGA became scaled to the size of the object until the third stage where the 
slope was constant. 

The purpose of the fourth study was to investigate the sensory basis for the 
aperture adaptation process. To do that, the forces acting between the fingertips and 
the object was measured as the subjects adapted. Our results indicate that information 
about when the fingers contacts the object, that is, the ‘timing’ of contact, is likely to be 
used by the CNS to encode an unexpected object size. 

Since injuries and disease can affect the sensorimotor transformations that 
controls the hand, knowledge about how these processes are established and modified 
may be used to develop techniques for sensory substitution and other rehabilitation 
strategies. 

 
Keywords: sensorimotor transformation, sensory integration, visuomotor map, human 
physiology, adaptation, grasping, sensory substitution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background assumptions 

A fundamental concept in the study of motor control are ‘sensorimotor 

transformations’, which can be defined as processes whereby sensory information is 

used to generate motor commands (Jordan and Wolpert, 2000; Pouget and Snyder, 

2000). For instance, grasping a cup of coffee can be conceptualized as a series of 

events in which sensory information about the location and size of the cup is used in 

the parameterization of the motor commands that activate various muscles. 

In many behavioral situations, these transformations depend on multiple 

sensory sources that provide information about the same object property or spatial 

location. In such cases, the central nervous system (CNS) receives ‘overlapping’ 

information, that is, the same informational content is provided by different sensory 

sources. Then, a single representation can be accomplished by combining the 

information. The concept ‘sensory integration’ refers to the process in which 

information from different sensory sources about a single object property is combined 

to a single representation of that property (Hillis et al., 2002; Sober and Sabes, 2003). 

In the case of grasping a cup of coffee, the construction of motor commands will 

depend on both current visual information about the cup, as well as visual and haptic 

information acquired during previous lifts (Jenmalm and Johansson, 1997; Johansson, 

1998).  
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Sensorimotor transformations are typically formalized as transformations of 

information between different formats or ‘coordinate systems’ (McIntyre et al., 2000; 

Pouget and Snyder, 2000; Baraduc et al., 2001). In the previous example of grasping a 

cup of coffee, information in visual coordinates about the cup must be transformed 

into motor coordinates appropriate for muscle activation. Computationally these 

coordinate transformations can be expressed as mathematical functions of various 

kinds, relating information in one coordinate system to information in another 

coordinate system. 

One important feature of sensorimotor transformations is that they must be 

modifiable, due to factors such as body growth, injuries and changes in environment. 

The term ‘plasticity’ can be used to denote the capacity to make long- and short-term 

modifications of sensorimotor transformations (Held, 1965). Sensorimotor 

transformations can also be denoted as ‘mappings’ between sensory antecedents and 

motor consequents. When a visual stimulus is mapped onto a motor behavior, the 

result is a ‘visuomotor map’, and analogously, when an auditory stimulus is mapped 

onto a motor behavior, the result is an ‘audiomotor map’ (Wise and Murray, 2000).  

The concepts explicated here are part of the paradigm within which the studies 

included in this thesis have been conducted (cf. Kuhn, 1962). Thereby they are used 

both to formulate the questions investigated in these studies and to provide answers 

to these questions. 

Experimental paradigm 

In the present studies, sensorimotor transformations during reach-to-grasp 

movements were used as an experimental paradigm. Figure 1 illustrates our 

conceptualization of how sensory information about the size of an object is 

transformed into motor coordinates during grasping movements. This transformation 

normally uses visual information (and is in the following referred to as a ‘visuomotor 

map’). The maximum amplitude of the grip aperture (MGA) during prehension is a 

clearly distinguishable event that normally occurs prior to contact with the object and 

covaries linearly with object size (Jeannerod, 1984; Marteniuk et al., 1990). The 

sensorimotor transformation (f) determines the relation between the visual size of the 

object (VO) and the MGA. ‘Visual coordinates’ depicted on the abscissa in Figure 1 

refer to the size of the object, and ‘motor coordinates’ depicted on the ordinate in the 

same figure refer to the size of the MGA. The sensorimotor transformation (f) can 

normally be expressed mathematically as;  

MGA=f(VO)  Eq. 1 
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Since the relationship between the visual size of the object and the MGA in normal 

circumstances is approximately linear, the relation can be expressed more precisely as 

MGA=a + b· VO  Eq. 2 

where a represents the ‘offset’, and b represents the ‘slope’ of the relationship. 

This relationship can be assumed to be continuously monitored by sensory feedback 

that adapts the mapping from visual to motor coordinates (Gentilucci et al., 1994, 

1995). In many studies where discrepancies between sensory sources have been 

induced, adaptation occurs, a process that serves to reduce the discrepancy between 

modalities (for a review, see Welch, 1978). The degree to which behavior is adjusted 

to a particular sensory source can be interpreted as the ‘relative weighting’ of that 

sensory source in determining behavior (van Beers et al., 2002). When calculating the 

relative weight (the process depicted as W in Figure 1) of each sensory modality in 

determining MGA, we assumed that the haptic and visual information were congruent 

when the subjects experienced an equal size of the haptic and visual objects in the first 

part of the experimental series (see Methods section). If the relative size of the haptic 

object increased 15 mm and the subject completely adapted his or her MGA to the 

size of the haptic object the relationship should change to MGA = f(VO+15) (see Fig. 

2). In contrast, if the subjects ignored haptic information, the relationship should 

remain MGA = f(VO) even if the relative size of the haptic object increased. We 

Figure 1. The experimental paradigm. During execution of normal grasping movements, visual information 
drives the behavior and the sensorimotor transformation (f) determines the relation between the visual 
size of the object (VO) and the maximum grip aperture (MGA). ‘Visual coordinates’ depicted on the 
abscissa refer to the visual size of the object, and ‘motor coordinates’ depicted on the ordinate refer to 
the size of the MGA. This relation is continuously monitored by visual and haptic information. When 
visual and haptic information about object size are dissociated, adaptation occurs, which reflects how the 
evaluated sensory feedback is weighted.  
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expected, of course, the averaged MGA observed to be somewhere between these 

extremes. For the condition with increased object size, the relative weight of the 

haptic information, WHaptic was calculated as 

)()15(

)(

VOfVOf

VOfMGA
W

Observed

Haptic −+
−=  Eq. 3 

and the weight of the visual information, WVisual was calculated as 

)()15(

)15(

VOfVOf

MGAVOf
W

Observed

Visual −+
−+=  Eq. 4 

Analogous equations were used for the condition with decreased object size (cf. 

Fig. 2). Accordingly, WVisual + WHaptic = 1 and each ‘weight’ can be interpreted as the 

relative impact of that sensory source on the change in the subjects’ behavior. 

Notably, other factors known to affect the sensorimotor transformation during 

grasping movements, for instance movement speed (Wing et al., 1986) and lighting 

conditions (Jakobson and Goodale, 1991; Chieffi and Gentilucci, 1993), were held 

constant in our experiments. Therefore, any statistically reliable change in the 

sensorimotor transformation (that is, in the parameters a and b) could exclusively be 

explained  by sensorimotor adaptation. 

Figure 2. The weighting model. The normal relationship between MGA and the size of the visual object 
(VO) can be expressed in a linear regression equation as MGA = f(VO). If the relative size of the haptic 
object increased or decreased and the subjects ignored haptic information, the relationship should remain 
MGA = f(VO). In contrast, if the relative size of the haptic object increased or decreased 15 mm and the 
subject completely adapted his or her MGA to the size of the haptic object, the relationship should 
change to MGA = f(VO+15) or MGA = f(VO-15), respectively. The relative ‘weight’ of each sensory 
source can be interpreted as the relative impact of that sensory source on the change in the subjects’ 
behavior. 
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Aims of the studies 

The aim in Paper I was to i) quantify the relative weighting of visual and haptic 

information during the course of sensorimotor adaptation and ii) to investigate the 

principles that regulate this weighting process. 

The aim in Paper II was to investigate the plasticity of the sensorimotor 

transformation, that is, the extent to which the CNS is able to modify the function 

that transforms information in visual coordinates to motor coordinates (Fig. 3A).  

The aim in Paper III was to investigate how a new sensorimotor transformation 

can be established and modified. In order to do that, we first replaced the normal 

input of visual information with auditory information, where the frequency of a tone 

was log-linearly related to the size of the object. Once the novel association between 

the frequency and the physical size of the objects had been learned, we changed the 

relationship to study adaptation in the newly acquired audiomotor map (Fig. 3B). 

The aim in Paper IV was to examine what sort of information that is used to 

drive the adaptation process described in the previous papers, or expressed differently, 

how is an unexpected object size encoded by the CNS? 
 

 

Figure 3. Plasticity of the visuomotor map and object-frequency relationships. A, A change in the offset parameter 
in the linear function that determines the relation between visual and motor coordinates corresponds to 
a ‘maximum constraint’ of the visuomotor map, whereas a change in both the slope and offset 
parameters corresponds to a ‘medium constraint’. If the linear relationship is abandoned, this 
corresponds to a ‘minimum constraint’. These different alternatives were examined in Paper II. B, In 
Paper III, the unseen haptic objects were associated with distinct sound frequencies. During the first 
learning series and the first half of the second series the subjects were exposed to objects/frequencies 
represented by filled squares and during the second half of the second series and the third series by 
objects/frequencies represented by open circles. During the fourth series all seven objects/frequencies 
(circles + squares) were used. During the adaptation series subjects were exposed to objects 15 mm 
larger (arrow pointing up) and 15 mm smaller (arrow pointing down).  
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BRIEF METHODOLOGICAL ACCOUNT 

Adult subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were paid to 

participate in the studies. They had no impairments in their motor functioning and 

they were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. During the experiments, the 

subjects sat in a dark room on a height-adjustable chair in front of the experimental 

apparatus (the equipment and setup used were slightly different between studies, as 

sometimes specified in the following description). A semitransparent mirror divided 

the apparatus in two compartments (Fig. 4A). One compartment contained an 

invisible object (haptic object) that could be reached by the subjects right hand. In 

Paper I-III, the haptic object was a wooden bar painted black, and in Paper IV the 

haptic object consisted of blocks mounted on force sensors. The other compartment 

contained either an object that was visible to the subject (visual object, Paper I, II and 

IV) or a light emitting red diode whose reflection in the mirror indicated the center of 

the haptic object (Paper III; in this Paper the lamps were shut down in this 

compartment). This arrangement made it possible to manipulate the size-relationship 

between the visual and haptic objects without the subjects knowing it, and in Paper III 

to let the subjects grasp an object with visual information only about the objects 

location and not its size. The subjects were requested to grasp the object with their 

right hand as soon as it became visible to them or as soon as they heard an auditory 

tone. One centimeter before the digits came in contact with the object, the lights 

turned off and an electronic shutter closed, that inhibited the subjects from seeing the 

object while lifting it. 

In Paper I-III reflex markers were attached with double-sided sticky tape to the 

nails of the thumb and index finger. The movement of the markers was recorded by 

an infrared 100 Hz tracking video camera located 115 cm above the working plane 

(REMAC;  Sandström et al., 1996). In Paper IV, the position of the thumb and index 

finger was measured in 6D by magnetic position sensors attached to the nails. In all 

studies, the position measurements were fed to a digital sampling system (SC/ZOOM; 

Physiology Section, IMB, Umeå University) for off-line processing and analysis (Fig. 

4B, C). During the experiments, subjects positioned their head in a head-and-chin rest, 

and used their right hand to make the prehension movements. Between trials, the 

subjects kept their hand at a fixed starting position that they gripped with the tips of 

their thumb and index finger at 23 cm from the haptic object. 
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Figure 4. Methods. A, A transparent mirror divided the experimental apparatus into two compartments, 
one with a bar visible to the subject (visible object), and one with an invisible bar that could be reached 
by the subject’s right hand (haptic object). B, Two single sample trajectories of the tip of the index finger 
and the thumb when a subject reached for a 50 mm haptic object, one during the increased-size condition 
(dashed line) and the other during the decreased-size condition (thick solid line). The thin solid line indicates 
the maximum grip aperture for that particular trial. C, The grip aperture plotted as a function of time. 
Shows how the MGA and the clearance was determined in the data files. D, During the experimental 
series the haptic object could have the same size as the visual object (equal-size condition) or be larger 
(increased-size condition) or smaller (decreased-size condition) than the visual object. These particular 
series were used in Paper IV. 
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Between trials the shutter was closed and the lamps switched off. The trial 

started when the shutter opened and the lamps simultaneously switched on. The 

subjects were instructed to grip the object across its long axis with their thumb and 

index finger, to lift it, to put it down, and then return to the starting position. No 

explicit speed instruction was given. The experimenter manually changed the haptic 

object between trials and started a new trial by pressing a button. 

The subjects participated in series of trials where the haptic object could have 

the same size as the visual object (equal-size condition) or be larger (increased-size 

condition) or smaller (decreased-size condition) than the visual object (Fig. 4D). 

The MGA was recalculated to represent the maximum distance between the 

finger-pads, not the distance between the reflectors. Trials in which no peak in the 

aperture could be determined were excluded from the analysis. Several repeated 

measures ANOVAs were made to analyse the data (as detailed in RESULTS), and 

occasionally, non-parametric tests were used. STATISTICATM (Statsoft, Tulsa, OK) 

were used to make the statistical analyses. The results of all the post-hoc comparisons 

were corrected for cumulative Type 1 errors with the Scheffé or the Bonferroni test. A 

significance level of 0.05 was chosen. 

 

HYPOTHESES, PREDICTIONS AND RESULTS 

Paper I 

Hypotheses and predictions 

When different sensory sources provide information about the same object 

property, this information can be combined to a single estimate of the property (Hillis 

et al., 2002). Recent studies suggest that the CNS integrates information from 

different modalities in a way that minimizes variance in the final estimate, that is, 

information is weighted in accordance with its precision (van Beers et al., 1999, 2002; 

Ernst and Banks, 2002; Gepshtein and Banks, 2003). These studies focused on 

‘intrinsic’ aspects of sensory information: its accuracy or conversely, its noisiness. A 

possible shortcoming of these studies is that they do not account for how the context 

in which the integration occurs influence the way information is weighted: different 

task requirements may imply different weighting although the precision is constant. 

To evaluate this hypothesis subjects performed a task in which the precision of 

sensory information was constant during the whole experiment whereas its relative 
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importance for successfully completing the task differed between conditions. 

Specifically, there was a risk of collision between the object and the fingers only when 

the haptic object was increased compared to the visual object. Attending to haptic 

information was therefore more important for a successful execution of the grasp 

during the increased size-condition than during the decreased size-condition. Two 

predictions were therefore made about the adaptation process: First, we predicted that 

haptic information should be weighted more heavily during the increased size-

condition than during the decreased size-condition when subjects were fully adapted 

to a size discrepancy. Second, we expected the adaptation process to be completed 

faster during the increased size-condition than during the decreased size-condition. 

Results 

A size-discrepancy was introduced between the visible and the haptic object at 

the tenth trial in each experimental series; either the haptic object became 15 mm 

larger or 15 mm smaller than the corresponding visible object. The subjects 

progressively adapted the MGA to this discrepancy and established a new relationship 

between the MGA and the size of the visible object. 

Figure 5. Adapted behavior during equal-, increased- and decreased-size conditions in Paper I. A, The heavy solid 
line represents the mean across all 19 subjects during the equal-size condition. The thin solid lines 
represent the mean MGA during the increased and decreased-size condition. The dashed lines represent 
the expected behavior had subjects completely adapted to the haptic size of the objects (i.e., f(VO+15) 
and f(VO-15), respectively). B, The subjects weighted haptic information considerably more during the 
increased than during the decreased-size condition. The ratio between haptic and visual weights across all 
subjects were 0.81 : 0.19 in the increased and 0.60 : 0.40 in the decreased-size condition. Error bars 
denote 0.95 confidence intervals. 
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The last four trials of the exposure period to a size discrepancy were chosen to reflect 

the ‘fully adapted’ behavior. The ratio between haptic and visual weights were 

0.81 : 0.19 in the increased- and 0.60 : 0.40 in the decreased-size condition (Fig. 5A 

and B). The difference in haptic weight was statistically significant between conditions 

(F(1,18)=8.376, p<0.01). 

 

Figure 6. Time course of the adaptation process in Paper I. The increased and decreased-size condition induced 
systematic changes in the mean MGA adopted by the subjects (the figure illustrates averages across 
subjects). The adaptation process was well fitted with exponential functions (dashed lines, r2 values refer 
to fit of the four segments). Using the MGA expected if the subjects had completely adapted to the 
haptic size of the objects (cf. Fig. 2), the haptic and visual weights for the increased and decreased-size 
condition were calculated (scales to the right). The subjects adapted significantly faster during the 
increased-size condition than during the decreased-size condition. 
 

Figure 7. The effect of subjects’ awareness of size discrepancies in Paper I. A, B, Irrespective of subjects’ awareness 
of any mismatch between the size of the haptic and the visual objects, the adaptation proceeded with the 
same speed and to the same extent. Specifically, the haptic weight after adapting to the increased and the 
decreased-size condition was the same for both groups. Error bars represent 0.95 confidence intervals. 
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On average, subjects reached the fully adapted state faster during the increased- 

than during the decreased-size condition (Fig. 6). The number of trials required to 

reach 50% of the maximal observed adaptation was on average 1.7 trials during the 

increased and 5.4 trials during the decreased-size condition. These values were 

significantly different from each other (F(1,18)=12.60, p<0.01). Subjects also re-

adapted faster when they returned to the equal-size condition when the size of the 

haptic object was increased than when it was decreased. The majority of the subjects 

(13/19) were unaware of any conflict between visual and haptic information. The 

remaining 6/19 subjects reported that the visible object sometimes appeared to have 

differed in size from the manipulated object, most of them discovered this early in the 

experiment. Surprisingly, being aware or not being aware of a changing relationship 

between the visible and haptic size of the object did not influence the subjects’ 

behavior. Both groups adapted in a similar fashion to a new size relationship and 

displayed similar haptic and visual weights once they had reached the fully adapted 

state (Fig. 7A and B). 

Paper II 

Hypotheses and predictions 

There are no a priori constraints on the plasticity of the visuomotor map that 

transforms visual information about object size to a motor command; any visual 

coordinate could in principle be mapped onto any motor coordinate. However, it 

seems reasonable to expect limitations with respect to what maps can actually be 

learned; the more constraints, the less flexible is the visuomotor map. Given the 

assumptions that a linear relationship is a reasonable approximation of the visuomotor 

map and the finding that the visuomotor map is not completely fixed (Gentilucci et 

al., 1995), at least three basic hypotheses can be distinguished concerning the amount 

of constraints (Fig. 3A; these hypotheses are analogous to those proposed by Bedford, 

1989): 

1) Minimum constraint hypothesis: If individual pairs of visual and motor 

coordinates are independently associated by learning, almost any visuomotor 

map would be possible to learn with sufficient practice. This would imply 

that the observed linear relation between visual objects and MGA can be 

abandoned provided adequate training. 

2) Maximum constraint hypothesis: If the visuomotor map instead is highly 

constrained, only the offset parameter (a in Eq. 2) is modifiable. 
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3) Medium constraint hypothesis: A hypothesis intermediate to 1 and 2 would be 

Figure 8. Experimental series in Paper II. A, In the first experiment in Paper II all series started with 10 
trials with equal visual and haptic object size of 35-65 mm in an unpredictable order. During the 
following 20 training trials only one visual object (50 mm) were used in the extrapolation series and two
visual objects (35 and 65 mm) in the interpolation series. The corresponding haptic object was either 15 
mm larger or smaller than the visual object (dashed lines close to haptic objects indicates the size of the 
visual object in the same trials). During the subsequent 30 trials every 5th trial was a test trial in which 
visual objects of sizes 35, 42.5, 57.5 or 65 mm were presented during the extrapolation series, and visual 
objects of sizes 42.5, 50 or 57.5 mm during the interpolation series. During these test trials, the visual and 
the haptic objects were always of equal sizes. All four series ended with 16 trials with equal visual and 
haptic object size. B, In the second experiment in Paper II all series started with 10 trials of equal visual 
and haptic object size, 35 or 65 mm. In two comparison conditions, the haptic objects then became either 
7.5 mm larger or smaller than the visual objects. In two test conditions, the subjects were exposed to a 
‘slope-change’ of the coordinate systems. In the clock-wise slope change condition, the 35 mm visual object 
was associated with a larger haptic object (42.5 mm) and the 65 mm visual object was associated with a 
smaller haptic object (57.5 mm). In the counterclock-wise slope change condition, the 35 mm visual object was 
associated with a smaller haptic object (27.5 mm) and the 65 mm visual object was associated with a 
larger haptic object (72.5 mm). After 20+30 trials in each of the four conditions, all series ended with 16 
trials with equal visual and haptic object size. The upper and the lower insets illustrate ‘offset changes’ 
and ‘slope changes’, respectively, of the visuomotor map. 
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that there is an inherent linear constraint reducing the flexibility of possible 

visuomotor maps, but that both the offset and the slope (a and b in Eq. 2) 

can be modified with training. 

These three hypotheses were tested in two experiments (Fig. 8). In the first 

experiment we investigated if individual pairs of visual and motor coordinates are 

associated by learning (as stated by the minimum constraint hypothesis) or if there is a 

linear constraint when changing the visuomotor map (as stated by the maximum and 

medium constraint hypotheses). Subjects first made ‘training trials’ to learn a new 

relation between isolated pairs of visual and motor coordinates. During subsequent 

‘test trials’, we investigated the subjects’ performance when they encountered objects 

of sizes that did not appear during the training trials. If new mappings were 

generalized to visual objects of a size intermediate to the sizes of visual objects 

presented during training, the subjects would be able to ‘interpolate’ in the visuomotor 

map. Similarly, they would be able to ‘extrapolate’ if new mappings were generalized 

to visual objects larger or smaller than those presented during training. The fully 

adapted behavior for the training coordinates (visual object size 35 and 65 mm in the 

interpolation series and visual object size 50 mm in the extrapolation series) were used 

to make a linear regression that would predict the subjects behavior given the 

maximum or the medium constraint hypothesis. A linear regression made on the first 

ten trials of the experimental series was used as a prediction of the subjects behavior 

given the minimum constraint hypothesis. 

In the second experiment we investigated if only offset-changes are possible 

between the visual and motor coordinate systems (as stated by the maximum 

constraint hypothesis) or if a higher degree of flexibility is possible (as stated by the 

minimum and medium constraint hypotheses). Subjects were trained on new 

mappings that did not correspond to a coordinate offset-change. In order to learn 

these mappings, subjects had to either make individual associations between pairs of 

visual and motor coordinates (i.e., according to the minimum constraint hypothesis) 

or change the slope of the relationship (according to the medium constraint 

hypothesis). To enable predictions from the hypotheses, subjects were first trained on 

series of trials that corresponded to a coordinate offset-change. The minimum and the 

medium constraint hypotheses both imply that the offset and the slope parameter can 

be modified (cf. Eq. 2). Accordingly, the predictions made from the minimum and the 

medium constraint hypotheses were calculated by making a regression between the 

individual pair of visual and motor coordinates in the increased-size condition and the 

individual pair of visual and motor coordinates in the decreased-size condition that 

corresponds to that combination of pairs presented during the testing conditions. In 
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contrast, the maximum constraint hypothesis implies that the offset parameter (a in 

Eq. 2) but not the slope (b in Eq. 2) can be modified. Given that this hypothesis does 

not allow an exact prediction of the offset, a reasonable approach seemed to be to 

average the MGA in the decreased-size condition and the increased-size condition for 

each visual object size.  

Thus, in the first experiment the maximum and medium constraint hypothesis 

was contrasted against the minimum constraint hypothesis, and in the second 

experiment the maximum constraint hypothesis was contrasted against the minimum 

and medium constraint hypothesis. Consequently, if one (and only one) of the 

proposed hypotheses is correct, then the two experiments in combination would be 

sufficient to decisively determine which one of them it is. 

Results experiment 1 

At the 11th trial in each series the haptic object became either 15 mm larger or 

smaller than the visual object. The fully adapted behavior for the training coordinates 

Figure 9. Interpolation and extrapolation behavior in the first experiment in Paper II. Data from the fully adapted 
behavior (averaged across subjects) for the training coordinates during the increased and decreased-size 
condition was used to calculate the predictions for the maximum and medium constraint hypotheses (the 
gray areas represent 99% confidence intervals for the regression lines). Similarly, the regressions for the 
first ten trials (equal-size condition) represent the predicted behavior given the minimum constraint 
hypothesis when the subjects were requested to interpolate or extrapolate. A, Actual behavior when 
subjects were requested to interpolate. The subjects were trained on visual objects 35 and 65 mm and 
tested on intermediate objects. B, Actual behavior when subjects were requested to extrapolate. The 
subjects were trained on the visual object 50 mm and tested on objects larger and smaller than 50 mm. 
The minimum constraint hypothesis failed to predict the subjects behavior whether they were requested 
to interpolate (A) or extrapolate (B). In contrast, the observed behavior was compatible with the 
maximum and medium constraint hypotheses.  
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was used to make the predictions that are illustrated in Figure 9 (the shaded areas 

represent 99% confidence intervals for the linear regressions). Then the subjects’ 

ability to extrapolate and interpolate adaptation to other coordinates in the 

visuomotor map was tested. The results on the test trials indicate that the subjects’ 

behavior was best predicted by the maximum or the medium constraint hypothesis. 

There was a highly significant difference between the three conditions both during 

interpolation (Fig. 9A; F(2,14)=239.2, p<0.00001) and extrapolation (Fig. 9B; 

F(2,14)=68.11, p<0.00001). In contrast, there was no significant interaction between 

the three conditions, neither during interpolation (F(4,28)=0.401) nor extrapolation 

(F(6,42)=1.263). As such, our results clearly indicate that adaptation obtained for 

isolated pairs of visual and motor coordinates is interpolated and extrapolated to other 

coordinates in the visuomotor map and that subjects have a preference not to 

abandon the linear relation between visual and motor coordinates expressed in Eq. 2. 

Results experiment 2 

Our results indicate that the subjects’ behavior was best approximated by the 

maximum constraint hypothesis, both during clock-wise and counterclock-wise slope-

change (Fig. 10C). There was a significant main effect when comparing the two actual 

Figure 10. Actual and predicted behavior when subjects were requested to change the slope of the visuomotor map in the 
second experiment in Paper II. Dashed lines represent the linear regression equations calculated from the first 
ten trials of the experimental series and from the fully adapted behavior during the decreased- and 
increased-size conditions. The gray areas represent 99% confidence intervals for the predictions given the 
minimum and medium constraint hypotheses (A-B), and the maximum constraint hypothesis (C). Filled 
circles represent mean of actual maximum grip aperture (MGA) during clock-wise slope change, open 
squares represent the actual mean of MGA during counterclock-wise slope change. The slopes predicted 
by the minimum and medium constraint hypotheses were significantly different from those observed (A-
B) while this was not the case for the slope predicted by the maximum constraint hypothesis (C). 
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slopes and the three predicted slopes (F(4,28)=27.57, p<0.00001). A post-hoc 

comparison of the slopes revealed a significant difference between the prediction and 

the actual slope both during clock-wise and counterclock-wise slope-change (Fig 10A, 

B; p<0.005 in both cases). In contrast, there was no significant difference between the 

slope predicted from the maximum constraint hypothesis and the actual slope during 

the clock-wise or the counterclock-wise slope-change (p>0.97 in both cases). Thus, 

subjects maintained a specific slope even when a complete adaptation to the objects 

presented would require a slope-change of the visuomotor map. 

 

Paper III 

Background 

In order for sensorimotor transformations to be executed accurately, there 

must be mechanisms that can (i) establish new and (ii) modify existing mappings 

between sensory and motor coordinate systems (Salinas and Abbott, 1995; Bedford, 

1999). First, the ability to establish entirely new sensorimotor transformations is 

necessary for learning many motor behaviors (Wise and Murray, 2000), for instance, 

audiomotor associations are required when learning to play a musical instrument. 

Second, humans can modify established sensorimotor transformations given, for 

example, body growth, injuries and environmental changes. If the relation between 

visual and motor coordinates is changed in an established visuomotor map, this 

change represents a difference in degree between the original and the modified 

visuomotor map. In this study however, we wanted to examine how an entirely new 

sensorimotor transformation is established, that is, a transformation that is different in 

kind from the normal visuomotor map. Therefore, we first replaced the normal input 

of visual information with auditory information, where the frequency of a tone was 

log-linearly related to the size of the object (Fig. 3B). This task does not represent a 

naturally occurring behavior and accordingly, we could assume that the map did not 

‘exist’ in the subjects prior to the experiment. Second, once the novel association 

between the frequency and the physical size of the objects had been learned, we 

changed the relationship to study adaptation in the newly acquired audiomotor map. 

We will use the term ‘auditory object size’ (AO) to refer to the size of the object 

indicated by the frequency of the tone. As such, AO can be expressed in terms of 

both Hz and mm. 
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Learning the audiomotor map 

Subjects could be said to have learned the association between frequency and 

object size when they scaled the MGA to the size of the object. The first experimental 

series was divided into four phases with an equal number of trials, and as illustrated in 

Figure 11, the MGA was successively scaled better to the auditory objects during the 

first three phases of the first series. Linear regression equations were calculated for the 

four different phases. The regression equations were MGA=66.3+0.23⋅AO, 
MGA=35.3+0.75⋅AO, MGA=14.2+1.09⋅AO and MGA=20.8+0.99⋅AO for the first, 
second, third and fourth phase, respectively. There was a significant main effect when 

comparing the four slopes (F(3,27)=19.8, p<0.0001). A post hoc comparison revealed 

that there was a significant difference in slope between the first phase and all of  the 

other phases (p<0.005 in all cases). There was also a significant main effect when 

comparing the four offsets (F(3,27)=23.9, p<0.0001). Thus, the slope of the 

relationship increased and the offset decreased while the audiomotor map was 

established. 

The slope of the relationship between the auditory object size and the subjects’ 

MGA was calculated using linear regression in a moving window comprising 12 trials 

(Fig. 12A, B). Three distinct learning-stages could be distinguished. During an initial 

period of 10-15 trials there were no overt signs of learning. After this initial period, 

the slope increased for all subjects except two during the following 10-15 trials (the 

Figure 11. Learning the audiomotor map in Paper III. The first experimental series was divided in four phases 
with 12 trials each. MGA averaged across 10 subjects reveals that the most of the changes took place 
during the two first phases and that the slope of the relationship increased and the offset decreased while 
the audiomotor map was established.  
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two deviant subjects represented by dotted lines in 12A are excluded from all analyses 

of the first experimental series). As expected, the change in slope was statistically 

significant (F(36,324)=17.6, p<0.0001; Fig. 12B). Eventually, the subjects reached a 

plateau and entertained an approximately 1:1 relationship between changes in auditory 

object size and MGA. Similarly, we calculated the offset using a moving window of 12 

trials (Fig. 12B). The change in offset was statistically significant (F(36,324)=21.2, 

p<0.0001) and exhibited the same three learning stages. The eventual audiomotor 

maps entertained by the subjects thus allowed them to scale the MGA to object size 

on the basis of  auditory information. 

 

 

Figure 12. Learning the audiomotor map in Paper III. A, Subject-specific slopes calculated in a moving 
window of 12 trials with an equal number of different object sizes in each window. Two subjects (dotted 
lines) did not show any evidence of learning but adopted an appropriate relationship from the start. The 
rest of the subjects showed an initial phase of little or no learning followed by a rapid increase of the 
slope before reaching a plateau. B, Average slope (filled circles) and offset (open circles) during the first 
experimental series. Shaded areas represents 0.95 confidence intervals. All data in Figure 11, and Figure 
12B is from the ten subjects represented by solid lines in A. 
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Changing the audiomotor map 

In the second part of the experiment, we investigated how the relation between 

frequency and MGA was modified, when the relation between frequency and object 

size unbeknownst to the subjects suddenly changed. The first 14 trials of the series 

were used as a reference to compare with when analyzing the adaptation process to a 

new relationship. Figure 13A illustrates the fully adapted relationship when the object 

associated with a specific frequency had increased 15 mm in size, during reference 

trials, and when the object had decreased 15 mm in size. There was a significant main 

effect when comparing the MGA used by subjects during different relationships 

between frequency and object size (F(2,22)=321.7, p<0.0001). There was also a 

Figure 13. Modifying the audiomotor map in Paper III. A, Mean MGA over all subjects during reference trials 
and after sensorimotor adaptation to an increased and decreased haptic object size. B, The change in 
clearance relative to the reference trials after a sudden increase or decrease in haptic object size and 
when the original relationship was restored. The change in clearance was always quickly reduced. One 
subject was excluded from the data represented by the dotted line because of missing data. 
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significant interaction between these conditions (F(4,44)=3.49, p<0.05). 

It seemed as if  the subjects attempted to reduce the difference in clearance 

between different object sizes during learning of the audiomotor map. In order to 

analyze how the clearance was regulated when the relation between haptic and 

auditory information was changed, linear regression equations were calculated for the 

first 14 trials in the series in the second part of the experiment. These relationships 

were used as a reference concerning the subjects’ preferred clearance. This preferred 

clearance was then compared to the actual clearance during the adaptation trials. The 

difference between the preferred and the actual clearance – the ‘change in clearance’ – 

during the adaptation series is shown in Figure 13B. There was a significant main 

effect when comparing the different trials, both when the haptic object was increased 

(F(57, 570)=4.43, p<0.0001; one subject excluded because of  missing data) and when 

it was decreased (F(57,627)=4.28, p<0.0001) in size compared to the frequency. The 

change in clearance between the reference trials and the adaptation trials thus seemed 

to be quickly reduced when the relationship between frequency and object size was 

changed, as if  the subjects attempted to restore the clearance initially used. 

 

Paper IV 

Hypotheses and predictions 

The purpose in Paper IV was to investigate what information is used to drive 

the adaptation process described in the previous studies, that is, to determine how an 

unexpected size of grasped objects is encoded by the CNS. 

As expected, the subjects adapted their MGAs when we introduced a size-

discrepancy between the visual and the haptic object. Several hypotheses regarding 

what sensory mechanisms drives the adaptation process were evaluated. One 

hypothesis is that information about the objects’ weight is used to adapt the size of 

the MGA in subsequent trials. It is well known that size information about objects 

influences anticipatorily applied fingertip forces (Gordon et al., 1991a-b). In reverse, 

weight information might influence expectations about object size and thereby cause 

adaption of the MGA. A second hypothesis is that subjects use visual information 

about the digits prior to contact with the object to infer its size. Indeed, in Paper I-III 

the hand was visible to within the range of foveal vision. 

If both of these hypotheses are falsified, subjects must have used information 

obtained by contacting the object (‘haptic information’). Such information can be 

characterized along two dimensions: its content (information about force amplitudes 
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and force directions) and its timing (when it appears in time). Thus, our third 

hypothesis is that the fingertip velocity or the contact forces depend on the physical 

object size anticipated by the subjects and accordingly provide information about 

object size. 

Finally, according to our fourth hypothesis, it is assumed that the timing of 

contact between the fingers and the object is controlled by the CNS: If the object is 

larger than expected, the moment of contact will occur earlier than expected, and if 

the object is decreased in size, the moment of contact will occur later. This hypothesis 

is reminiscent of the suggestion that the kinematics of the prehensile act is updated to 

preserve the temporal structure of the movement when there is an incongruity 

between visual and haptic information about object size (Gentilucci et al., 1995). 

The adaptation process and importance of seeing the hand 

Figure 14 shows how the MGA changed during the course of adaptation to 

both increased and decreased haptic object sizes. The subjects never lifted the haptic 

object. In control series (dashed lines in Fig. 14A), the hand was not illuminated 

during the transport phase and accordingly, during these series the subjects never saw 

their hands. The effect of the size condition was highly significant both when the 

subjects’ hands were illuminated and when they were not. Figure 14B shows the MGA 

used by the subjects when they were fully adapted to each size relationship. There was 

a significant main effect between different size relationships both when they could see 

their hand (F(2,22)=102.2, p<0.0001) and when they could not (F(2,22)=22.7, 

p<0.0001). There was, however, no significant interaction between conditions, that is, 

they adapted similarly in both cases (F(2,22)=0.383, p>0.68). On the basis of the 

above analyses two of the hypotheses can be rejected. First, since the subjects did not 

lift the object and still adapted to discrepancies between visual and haptic object sizes, 

weight information about the object is not necessary for this process. Second, since 

the subjects adapted their MGA when they could not see their hand it is not the case 

that visual information about the hand is necessary for the MGA adaptation. 
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Effect of size discrepancy on finger-tip forces 

The two remaining hypotheses both imply that the CNS uses haptic 

information to adapt the MGA. To increase the power of the statistical analyses, five 

different stages of the experimental series were compared. These stages were trials 5-8, 

9-12, 31-34, 35-38 and 45-48. If the haptic object is larger than predicted the velocity 

at contact is expected to be higher, the force generated by impact larger and the timing 

of contact earlier than predicted (and vice versa if the object is smaller than predicted). 

Figure 14. The adaptation of the MGA in Paper IV. A, The maximum grip aperture during the course of 
adaptation to incongruities between visual and haptic information. The solid lines illustrates series in 
which subjects could see their hand and the dotted lines control series in which they could not see their 
hand. From the upper dotted line two subjects were excluded because of missing data, and from the 
lower dotted line one subject was excluded. B, The maximum grip aperture when the visual and haptic 
objects were of equal size, and when subjects were fully adapted to an increased or decreased size of the 
haptic object (these trials are indicated by the grey area in A). The black columns are when the hand is 
illuminated and the white when it is not illuminated. 
 

Figure 15. Velocity at contact in Paper IV. There were very small differences between stages with regard to 
the velocity at contact. Error bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals. For clarity, these are only illustrated 
in one direction. 
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When comparing the velocity of the fingers at contact during different stages, we did 

not find any systematic differences for the index finger (Fig. 15). For the thumb, it is 

possible to distinguish the predicted ‘pattern’ for the differences, but these differences 

were quite small. 

To further investigate the difference in velocity between stages we synchronized 

the sampling periods at object contact and calculated the averages across all subjects 

for the different stages (Fig. 16). We compared the first stage with the second stage 

and the third stage with the fourth stage. During normal conditions (i.e. the 

unperturbed equal size-condition) the velocity of each finger reached a plateau value 

about 40-50 ms before contacting the object. When the size of the haptic object 

became smaller, the velocity decreased to this plateau value a longer time before 

contact. In all these cases there was also a small acceleration of the finger just prior to 

object contact. On the other hand, when the size of the haptic object becomes larger, 

the velocity decelerates to the plateau value immediately prior to contact. At the time 

the fingers contact the object, the differences between stages were in all comparisons 

small. 

Given the finding that the velocity at contact did not vary much between 

stages, no large contact force difference was expected. The normal and tangential 

forces exerted at the contact surfaces of the thumb and the index finger as well as the 

derivatives of these forces were compared between the first and the second stage (Fig. 

17). It was clearly the case that impact with the object caused a rapid increase of both 

the forces normal and tangential to the contact surface immediately after object 

contact (that is, during the first 20-30 ms after contact). After this initial period the 

normal force increased more rapidly than the tangential force and became completely 

dominating. Therefore, about 50 ms after contact, the force vector was directed 

almost perpendicular to the contact surface of the object. According to the third 

hypothesis, the forces are expected to increase more rapidly when the size of the 

haptic object increase in size, and slower when the haptic object decrease in size. We 

did however not find any consistent support for this prediction. During the initial 50 

ms after contact, the forces and the impulse (i.e. the force derivatives) during different 

stages were essentially overlapping. After this initial period, however, it was in most 

cases possible to distinguish the opposite pattern for the normal force compared to the 

prediction. Specifically, when the haptic object was increased in size, the build-up of 

the normal force seemed to be delayed (cf. thick and thin lines in Fig. 17), and when 

the haptic object was decreased in size, the build-up of the normal force seemed to 

become hastened. 
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Figure 16. Velocity overlay in Paper IV. The sampling periods were synchronized at object contact and the 
velocity of  the fingers was calculated as averages across all subjects for the different stages. A, The first 
stage (trials 5-8; thin lines) was compared with the second stage (trials 9-12; thick lines). B, The third 
stage (trials 31-34; thin lines) was compared with the fourth stage (trials 35-38; thick lines). In all 
comparisons, there were very small differences in the velocity at contact. 
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We conclude from these results that when the subjects made contact with 

objects of an unexpected size, differences in velocity at impact and in the forces built 

up immediately after contact were small and therefore unlikely candidates for 

providing CNS information about the physical object size. Consequently, we reject the 

third hypothesis.  

Figure 17. Force overlay in Paper IV: stage 1 vs stage 2. The normal (NF) and the tangential force (TF) as well 
as the impulse of these forces were compared between the first and the second stage for the thumb (A) 
and the index finger (B). The first stage are depicted with thin lines and the second stage are depicted 
with thick lines. The forces were calculated as averages across all subjects and the sampling periods were 
synchronized at object contact. The impulse (i.e. the force derivatives) were calculated from the overlay 
plots of the forces using a window of three samples. There is a rapid increase of the forces immediately 
after contact, but there are no systematic differences between stages. 
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Timing of contact 

Finally, we have investigated the fourth hypothesis, namely, that the CNS 

monitors the timing of contact between the object and the fingers. To evaluate if the 

expected moment of contact differed between the different stages we compared the 

time between the MGA and the moment of contact. The results for the increased- and 

decreased-size conditions are illustrated in Figure 18. There were significant main 

effects for the thumb during the increased size-condition and the decreased size-

condition (F(4,44)=9.32, p<0.0001 and F(4,44)=19.8, p<0.0001, respectively) as well 

as for the index finger during these conditions (F(4,44)=14.3, p<0.0001 and 

F(4,44)=31.4, p<0.0001, respectively). 

In order to further analyze the timing hypothesis we investigated how the 

timing of  contact was altered for individual subjects when changing the size of  the 

haptic object. Figure 19A illustrates how the time between the MGA and the first 

contact with the object (independent of  whether this was the thumb or the index 

finger) was changed between stage one and two and between stage three and four, 

respectively. As illustrated, the pattern was quite consistent: In 45 out of  48 cases, the 

change was in the predicted direction. Specifically, when the haptic object became 

larger, the time between MGA and contact decreased, and when the haptic object 

became smaller, the time between MGA and contact increased. 

When analyzing the distribution of  first contact with the object across subjects 

we first calculated the mean time between MGA and object contact during stage 1 for 

each subject. In order to correct the analysis for differences between subjects not due 

to differences between conditions, we subtracted these values from each individual 

Figure 18. Time from MGA to object contact in Paper IV. To evaluate if the expected moment of contact 
differed between the different stages we compared the time between the MGA and the moment of 
contact for the thumb (A) and the index finger (B). During both the increased- and the decreased size-
condition, the timing of contact varied in a systematic fashion. When the haptic object increased in size 
the time between MGA and object contact became smaller, and when the haptic object decreased in size 
the time between MGA and object contact became larger. 
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measure of  the time between MGA and first contact with the object. The results are 

illustrated in Figure 19B. With this measure, the standard deviation was 83 ms during 

stage 1. The corresponding values were -39 ± 92 ms (mean ± SD) and 44 ± 84 ms 

during the increased and the decreased size-condition (stage 2), respectively. 

 

Figure 19. Time from MGA to object contact in Paper IV. A, The change in time between the MGA and the 
first contact with the object between stage one and two and between stage three and four for the 
individual subjects. In 45 out of  48 cases, the change was in the direction predicted by the fourth 
hypothesis, that is, when the haptic object became larger, the time between MGA and contact decreased, 
and when the haptic object became smaller, the time between MGA and contact increased. B, A 
cumulative plot across subjects of  the timing of  the first object contact when the haptic object was 
increased (left line) and decreased (right line) in size, compared to when the objects were of  equal size 
(middle line). The analysis was corrected for differences between subjects not due to differences between 
conditions by subtracting the mean time between MGA and object contact during stage 1 for each 
subject from the individual measures of  the time between MGA and first contact with the object. On 
average, the time to first contact with the object was changed about 40 ms by the size-discrepancy. 
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From these analyses, we conclude that the fourth hypothesis can account for 

how information about an unexpected object size is encoded by the CNS, that is, it 

seems as if information about the timing of contact between the object and the fingers 

is likely to drive the adaptation of the MGA during grasping movements. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Validity of the experimental paradigm 

The concept ‘sensory integration’ in this experimental paradigm refer to the 

weighting process where different modalities providing information about the same 

object property (object size) both influenced the sensorimotor transformation. Our 

measure of ‘sensory weighting’ describes which impact the two sensory sources actually 

had on motor behavior. Therefore, the terms ‘weighting’ and ‘impact’ (of sensory 

sources) are used interchangeably. A 1:0 weighting of visual and haptic information 

would have implied that the subjects actually grasped the object as if haptic 

information was ignored, whereas the opposite weighting would imply that subjects 

completely adapted their aperture to the haptic size of the object. The concept 

‘visuomotor map’ refers to the function, f, which is used to transform information 

about object size in visual coordinates (VO) into motor coordinates (MGA). ‘Visual 

coordinates’ refers to the different values of object size and ‘motor coordinates’ refer 

to the different values of the maximum grip aperture. This conceptual framework 

implicates that a change in f (adaptation) represents a change in the mapping between 

visual and motor coordinates. 

This approach to study sensory integration and changes in the visuomotor map 

is not dependent on any elaborate hypotheses about how these processes may have 

been accomplished. Our measure of sensory weighting is compatible with many 

suggestions about how sensory integration is achieved, for instance at the stage of 

‘motor planning’, through ‘sensory re-alignment’, by ‘cue combination’, or by some 

combinations of these suggestions. Likewise, our measure of changes in the 

visuomotor map does not presuppose any hypothesis about how such changes are 

accomplished, for example if ‘proprioceptive information about the hand is 

recalibrated by vision’, if ‘processing of visual information is changed’ or if adaptation 

is due to ‘visuomotor learning’ (Clower and Boussaoud, 2000; Baraduc and Wolpert, 

2002). Our interpretation of adaptation as a change in the mapping between visual and 

motor coordinates is compatible with all these suggestions. Another way to express 
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this would be to say that questions about how sensory weighting or changes in the 

visuomotor map is achieved are ‘meaningless’ within our conceptual framework, since 

potential answers to these questions lack operational definitions within our 

experimental paradigm (for the original discussion of operational definitions in 

science, see Bridgeman, 1927). 

When using the concept ‘audiomotor map’ we refer to the transformation 

between the frequency of sound and the MGA. This definition is not dependent on 

any assumption about how the transformation is represented by the CNS, for instance 

on a high ‘cognitive’ or a lower ‘perceptual’ level (cf. Bedford, 1993). It is also neutral 

with regard to where the transformation occurs in the brain. 

In accord with numerous previous studies (e.g., Marteniuk et al., 1990), the 

MGA varied linearly with object size. Notably, MGA is not a direct measure of the 

perceived size of the object as a subject would report it in a perceptual task. Rather it 

reflects how the ‘action-system’ uses information about object sizes to accommodate 

motor behavior (Aglioti et al., 1995; Hu and Goodale, 2000). Conceptually, the action-

system uses information about an object to construct a motor command, and this 

motor command is expressed in motor coordinates (Colby and Goldberg, 1999). The 

MGA is in this experimental paradigm used to ‘quantify’ the motor command, that is, 

since the MGA is a parameter of the prehensile act that is well correlated with object 

size, we used it to enable a mathematical description of how information about the 

object is transformed to motor coordinates. 

The visual and haptic information about object properties was not temporally 

coincident in our experiment because visual information was shut off slightly before 

the digits came in contact with the object. This lack of absolute temporal simultaneity, 

however, is not relevant because both sources yielded useful information about the 

object. Naturally, haptic information about the current object could not be used to 

scale the MGA, since the MGA occurs prior to contact with the object. However, the 

adaptation we observed shows that previously acquired information was used to guide 

motor behavior. 

Task requirements influence sensory integration (Paper I) 

We have quantified the relative impact (or ‘weighting’) of visual and haptic 

information on the sensorimotor transformation during grasping movements in two 

different experimental conditions. In accordance with our first prediction haptic 

information was weighted more during the increased-size condition than during the 

decreased-size condition when subjects were fully adapted to a size discrepancy (Fig. 

5).  In accordance with our second prediction the adaptation process was completed 
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faster when the size of the haptic object had increased compared to when it had 

decreased (Fig. 6). This indicates that haptic information was weighted more heavily 

when it was functionally more important for a successful execution of the grasp. 

Furthermore, the weighting of information was not influenced by whether or not 

subjects were aware of any size discrepancy (Fig. 7). We conclude from these results 

that the impact of a specific source of sensory information on the sensorimotor 

transformation is regulated to satisfy task requirements. 

Sensory ‘vetoing’ 

In order to make the incongruence between visual and haptic information 

functionally relevant, a relatively large discrepancy (15 mm) was introduced between 

the visible and the haptic objects. However, the majority of the subjects remained 

consciously unaware of any change in the size relationship. This is consistent with the 

findings in a previous study, where an incongruence between visual and haptic 

information during grasping remained consciously undetected unless the subjects 

voluntarily directed their attention to the incongruity (Gentilucci et al., 1995). In 

studies where subjects have focused their attention on the difference between visual 

and haptic information the discrimination threshold has been estimated to be about 5 

mm (Hillis et al., 2002). An important issue is whether one of the discrepant sources 

of information is discounted when the difference between them is large and 

consciously detected. Such ‘vetoing’ has been suggested as a result of ‘robust 

estimation’, where highly discrepant sensory cues are discarded, since combined 

estimates are more accurate when outlier sensory information is discounted (Landy et 

al., 1995). We did not, however, observe any signs of vetoing in our data; whether 

subjects were aware of any discrepancy or not, they integrated information in a similar 

way (Fig. 7). This strongly suggests that conscious strategies in our experimental 

paradigm were of little importance for how visual and haptic information was 

integrated. 

Principles regulating sensory integration 

Currently, there is an increasing interest in the field of multisensory 

interactions; it has become apparent that cross-modal integration is the rule rather 

than the exception in real-world situations (for reviews, see Driver and Spence, 2000; 

De Gelder and Bertelson, 2003). Principles regulating cross-modal integration are, 

however, only partially known (Massaro and Friedman, 1990; Ernst and Bülthoff, 

2004). Judgments about geometric object properties are known to depend heavily on 

vision when there is a conflict between haptics and vision (Rock and Victor, 1964; 
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Miller, 1972). With poor visual acuity, however, haptic information seems to dominate 

(Heller, 1983). One suggestion concerning the principles regulating sensory integration 

is that attentional characteristics influence the process of weighting information from 

different sensory modalities, so that a modality is weighted more heavily if it is 

attended more (Canon, 1970; Kelso et al., 1975; Warren and Schmitt, 1978). 

Several recent studies suggest, however, that the important factor regulating 

sensory integration is the precision of information. The central nervous system seems to 

integrate visual and haptic information by weighting each source by its precision (i.e. 

the inverse of its variance) and thereby minimizing the uncertainty in the combined 

estimate (Ernst and Banks, 2002; Gepshtein and Banks, 2003). Similarly, visual and 

proprioceptive information about upper limb position is weighted in accordance with 

their respective accuracy (van Beers et al., 1999, 2002). These studies demonstrate that 

the precision of sensory information is a factor that strongly influences the integration 

process. All these studies have been interpreted to support ‘optimal integration 

models’ of sensory integration. 

Our approach to ‘sensory integration’ differs from these experiments in two 

important aspects. First, we measured changes in a motor parameter related to an 

object property instead of a perceptual estimate of that object property. Second, the 

integration of information occurred during the course of several sensorimotor 

interactions whereas the studies cited above concern the integration of simultaneous 

sensory information about an object property. It is therefore somewhat problematic to 

apply the conclusions from these studies on our experiment. 

Nevertheless, the precision of sensory information were constant in our 

experiment (we did not alter the precision of sensory information between 

conditions). Since we still observed substantial differences between conditions sensory 

integration must therefore also depend on factors other than sensory precision. The 

‘optimal integration models’ for sensory integration derives from Bayes’ rule, and its 

implementation typically includes a prior and a cost function (Clark and Yuille, 1990; 

Massaro and Friedman, 1990). Our hypothesis can be stated in terms of an 

assumption about the cost of making different errors during grasping: ‘it is more 

costly having a too small MGA in relation to the object than having a too large MGA’. 

Our results indicate that the weighting of information is influenced by this cost. 

However, in several of the studies where the results has been interpreted within the 

framework of optimal integration models, the quantification of the experimental 

situation has been simplified by not rewarding correct or incorrect answers in any way, 

so that the cost function did not have to be calculated (van Beers et al., 1999, 2002; 

Newport et al., 2002; Ernst and Banks, 2002; Gepshtein and Banks, 2003). The data in 
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this study suggests that in situations where feedback occurs, sensory integration also 

depend on the cost of making different kinds of error (cf. Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004). 

Short-term plasticity of the visuomotor map (Paper II) 

We have investigated the constraints that reduce the short-term plasticity of the 

visuomotor map during grasping movements. Subjects had a preference to linearly 

interpolate and extrapolate in the visuomotor map (Fig. 9), and they were able to make 

offset-changes but not slope-changes of the visuomotor map (Fig. 10). These results 

were in accordance with the maximum constraint hypothesis (but not in accordance 

with the medium or minimum constraint hypothesis, cf. Fig. 3A). We conclude from 

these results that there is a linear constraint on the plasticity of the sensorimotor 

transformation during grasping, and that the offset (a in Eq. 2) but not the slope (b in 

Eq. 2) can be modified. 

Interpolation and extrapolation in sensorimotor and cognitive tasks 

Interpolation and extrapolation behavior has previously been investigated in 

tasks involving sensorimotor discrepancies. Two different ‘kinds’ of generalization 

during such tasks can be distinguished:  

First, the capacity to inter- and extrapolate sensorimotor mappings to other 

coordinates within the workspace reflects generalization ‘within sensory dimensions’. 

It has previously been examined whether the adaptation observed when making 

pointing movements during exposure to a visuomotor shift reflects a new relation 

between individual pairs of inputs and outputs, or represents a new relation between 

whole dimensions of stimuli and response. It appears as if training at individual 

coordinates generalizes to untrained coordinates and that there is an inherent linear 

constraint on the mapping between sensory dimensions (Bedford, 1989, 1993; Vetter 

et al., 1999). These results are compatible with ours in the sense that they reject the 

minimum constraint hypothesis. It seems plausible, however, that different levels of 

constraints may be employed for different visuomotor maps. Indeed, in a pointing 

task, Bedford (1989) found that the slope could be changed, a finding which is 

compatible with the medium constraint hypothesis rather than the maximum 

constraint hypothesis corroborated by our results. 

Second, generalization of sensorimotor maps ‘between different movements’ 

may occur. However, a change in the sensorimotor map that has been learned for a 

movement with particular dynamics and kinematics does not seem to generalize 

substantially to movements with other dynamics or kinematics. For instance, 

adaptation does not convey between fast and slow movements (Kitazawa et al., 1997), 
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different remappings are obtained for different starting locations (Ghahramani and 

Wolpert, 1997) and different starting postures (Baraduc and Wolpert, 2002) of the arm 

when making pointing movements, and adaptation when making overhand throws 

does not generalize to underhand throws (Martin et al., 1996). The results obtained in 

those studies indicate that changes in the visuomotor map do not affect the 

visuomotor map for movements with other dynamics or kinematics. It is therefore 

unlikely that the change in the visuomotor map that we observed would affect other 

kinds of movements.  

Interpolation and extrapolation capabilities have also been investigated in 

cognitive tasks involving ‘function learning’. A characteristic such experiment implies 

that subjects are trained to associate individual pairs of stimuli and response, such as 

temporal duration and spatial extent (Koh and Meyer, 1991), or the lengths of 

horizontal bars (DeLosh et al., 1997; Bott and Heit, 2004). The subjects are then 

tested on stimuli not encountered during training. These studies suggest that many 

cognitive behaviors are not dependent on associations between just individual pairs of 

inputs and outputs, but represent the learning of a relation that connects whole 

dimensions of stimuli and response. As such, function learning experiments have 

revealed a latent capacity to both interpolate (Koh and Meyer, 1991) and extrapolate 

(DeLosh et al., 1997) previous knowledge. It was recently demonstrated that subjects 

are capable to extrapolate in a sinusoidal manner when such a response is required 

(Bott and Heit, 2004). These data are encapsulated by the minimum constraint 

hypothesis, suggesting a low level of constraints on extrapolation behavior during 

cognitive tasks. In fact, when constraints on cognitive and sensorimotor learning were 

compared in a task that investigated the capacity to learn new relations between 

positions in proprioceptive and visual space, it was found that cognitive learning was 

more flexible than sensorimotor learning (Bedford, 1993). 

The functional advantage of a ‘maximum constraint’ on the flexibility of visuomotor maps 

It thus seems as if interpolation and extrapolation is a general ability used in 

both motor and cognitive tasks. In a recent study, it was demonstrated that the 

computational challenge that inter- and extrapolation poses for the nervous system 

can be solved by linear collective computation and least-square error learning between 

populations of monotonically tuned neurons (Guigon and Baraduc, 2002). A plausible 

teleological explanation as to why biological systems have developed such an ability is 

that they often must generate suitable behavioral responses based on incomplete 

earlier experience. This ability is fundamental for many motor and cognitive behaviors 
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and entails that previously obtained experience can be generalized to situations not 

encountered before.  

Teleological considerations may also elucidate why varying levels of constraints 

are used by different sensorimotor and cognitive systems. As emphasized by Bedford 

(1993), a low level of constraints are advantageous in the sense that it permits highly 

flexible mappings. This may be important when the relation between stimuli and 

response is nonlinear and complex. In contrast, a higher level of constraints have the 

benefit of making the generalization process faster and more efficient; to learn a 

relationship between visual and motor coordinates as a function requires less training 

than if the relationship has to be learned separately for each individual coordinate pair. 

That seems to disqualify the minimum constraint hypothesis as an advantageous 

strategy for updating visuomotor maps, since the relation between visual and motor 

coordinates often seems to be easily described by linear functions. Furthermore, 

changes in the visuomotor map during grasping can usually be represented by ‘rigid 

shifts’: it is for instance hard to imagine a real situation where some objects appear 

smaller whereas others appear larger. If slope changes therefore seldom are required, a 

maximum constraint may be preferred instead of a medium constraint. Indeed, if 

information is very scarce (that is, only one data point) only a maximum constraint can 

facilitate extrapolation. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that it is functionally 

advantageous to have a ‘maximum constraint’ on the short-term flexibility of 

visuomotor maps during grasping. A maximum constraint may maximally facilitate the 

capacity to generalize incomplete prior experience, and therefore enhance the ability 

to behave appropriately in new situations. 

Acquiring and adapting a novel audiomotor map (Paper III) 

We have shown that normal humans can establish a novel audiomotor map that 

allows them to appropriately pre-shape their hands when grasping objects (Fig. 11 and 

12). Moreover, once this map has been established, it can easily be modified by a 

change in the relation between auditory and haptic information (Fig. 13). 

Learning stages 

The pattern of changes in performance was different when the audiomotor 

map was initially established compared to when it was modified. The acquisition was 

characterized by three stages (Fig. 12A, B): during the first stage (~10-15 trials) there 

was little or no overt signs of learning, during the second stage there was a period of 

significant learning until the subjects during the third stage reached a plateau. These 

stages may be similar to the three learning phases suggested by Fitts (1964) to 
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characterize skill acquisition: an initial ‘cognitive phase’ where the aim is to 

comprehend how to perform the task, an ‘associative phase’ where the learner 

improves comprehension, and a final ‘autonomous phase’ where performance is 

automatic. Similar learning stages was recently demonstrated for a task in which 

subjects had to coordinate bimanual actions and eye movements (Sailer et al., 2005). 

The initial stage with no signs of learning has also been described as an ‘exploratory 

period’ where the learner actively tries to distinguish an effective strategy (Brooks et 

al., 1995; Sailer et al., 2005). Such a period was not unexpected given that no 

association existed between frequencies and object sizes prior to the experiment and 

subjects had to ‘realize’ the relationship before regulating their performance.  

In contrast, once the subjects had learned the audiomotor map and the 

relationship between frequency and object size changed, they started to adapt 

immediately - with no signs of an exploratory period - with the largest changes in 

performance occurring during the first trials after the perturbation (Fig. 13B). This 

latter pattern of behavior is similar to that observed in numerous other studies on 

sensorimotor adaptation (Welch, 1978; Fernandez-Ruiz and Diaz, 1999). 

Sensory substitution 

Learning to control grasping movements with auditory information may seem 

like a highly artificial task. It is, however, an example of a general capacity to create 

novel mappings between sensory and motor coordinate systems not previously 

connected. This capacity is important for intelligent behavior, essential for learning 

symbolically guided actions such as stopping at a red traffic signal or answering the 

phone (for a review of the neural substrates underlying this kind of behavior, see Wise 

and Murray, 2000).  

The establishment of an audiomotor map did not involve the acquisition of a 

new motor capability – grasping objects is an everyday behavior. Rather, it requires the 

subjects to parameterize a pre-existing motor behavior in response to a sensory cue 

that normally is not used to control grasping movements. Therefore it is an example 

of ‘sensory substitution’, a situation in which information from one modality is 

replaced with information from another modality. Understanding the capacities and 

limitations of sensory substitution is of great importance for developing techniques to 

compensate for sensory loss (Bach-y-Rita and Kercel, 2003; Mussa-Ivaldi and Miller, 

2003). For instance, efforts have been made to develop devices that codes visual 

patterns as auditory frequencies in blind subjects (Arno et al., 1999). Presenting 

auditory feedback has also been investigated as a strategy to aid the operator of 

complex virtual environments (such as spacecrafts; see Massimino, 1991). Our results 
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demonstrate that at least some novel sensorimotor maps can be acquired with 

remarkable ease. This suggests that the CNS has good prerequisites for making use of 

sensory substitution devices, but it remains to be determined what characterizes 

sensorimotor maps that are easy to learn, and equally important, the flexibility of such 

maps. 

Sensory substitution has been shown to cause plastic changes in the brain 

(Bavelier and Neville, 2002). For instance, plastic changes in the auditory cortex has 

been demonstrated in blindfolded subjects that were trained to use a device that 

converted visual images to sounds (Pollok et al., 2005). Creating audiomotor maps for 

controlling the pre-shaping of the hand may therefore serve as a useful model for 

exploring brain plasticity. For instance, what brain areas are engaged when a brand 

new sensorimotor map is acquired and which are required for sensorimotor 

adaptation? 

The sensory basis for aperture adaptation (Paper IV) 

Four different hypotheses have been evaluated about what sort of sensory 

information that can drive the adaptation of the MGA during grasping movements. 

We have demonstrated that it is the ‘timing’ of contact between the fingers and the 

object that is most consistently influenced by introducing a size-discrepancy (Fig. 18 

and 19). We therefore conclude that information about the timing of contact is likely 

to be used when the CNS encodes an unexpected object size. 

Weight information, illumunation of hand and finger-tip forces 

It has previously been demonstrated that visual information about an objects 

size influence expectations about that objects weight (Gordon et al., 1991a-b). Our 

first hypothesis was that the reverse also can happen, that weight information can 

influence expectations about object size and thereby cause adaptation of the MGA. 

Even though we cannot exclude the possibility that this can happen in certain 

situations, adaptation of the MGA is not dependent on weight information, since the 

subjects in this study did not lift the objects but still adapted similarly as in Paper I and 

II where the objects were lifted (Fig. 14). 

The second hypothesis was that visual information about the digits prior to 

contact is used to determine the size of the objects. Adaptation of the grip aperture 

cannot be dependent on visual information as the subjects in control series did not 

receive any visual information about the hand and yet adapted as when visual 

information was provided (Fig. 14). Given that the gaze is proactive during grasping, 

that is, rarely directed to the moving hand (Johansson et al., 2001; Land and Hayhoe, 
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2001), it is not unexpected that visual information does not seem to be crucial for 

adapting the MGA. 

Our third hypothesis stated that the finger-tip velocity or the contact forces 

depend on the physical object size anticipated by the subjects and therefore provide 

information about object size. It has been demonstrated that the forces applied on the 

finger-tips at contact are used to stop the fingers movements and thereby compress 

the pads of the finger-tips during both pointing (Biegstraaten et al., 2003) and grasping 

(Biegstraaten et al., 2005). Given that both the amplitude and the direction of forces 

applied on the finger-tips are efficiently encoded by cutaneous afferents (Johansson 

and Birznieks, 2004), and finger-tip forces are known to update motor behavior 

(Rabin et al., 1999) this hypothesis seemed realistic. The velocity profiles of the fingers 

indicate that most of the deceleration was achieved well before contact with the object 

(Fig. 16). Even though impact with the object clearly is used to stop the fingers, the 

final approach is made with rather low velocity. Given this finding, it is not surprising 

that changing the size of the haptic object did not have any profound effects on the 

velocity at contact or the forces generated by impact with the object. Indeed, the 

difference in the velocity at contact between stages was rather small, it did on average 

not differ more than at most 2 cm/s (Fig. 15). Moreover, there were no systematic 

differences for how fast the forces generated by impact with the object were built up 

(Fig. 17). Therefore it does not seem as if the velocity at contact and the forces 

generated by impact with the object can provide reliable information about object size 

and accordingly we seem justified in rejecting the third hypothesis. 

Prediction of the ‘timing’ of contact 

Our fourth hypothesis was that information about the timing of contact could 

be used to determine if the size of the object was different than predicted. This 

hypothesis is compatible with a previous suggestion that the kinematics of the 

prehensile act is updated to preserve the temporal structure of the movement when 

there is an incongruity between visual and haptic information about object size 

(Gentilucci et al., 1995). It is also in line with the concept of ‘isochrony’, the tendency 

to keep the execution time of movements independent of the length of the trajectory 

(Viviani and McCollum, 1983; Viviani and Schneider, 1991). We found systematic 

differences between stages that were on average approximately 40 ms in the predicted 

direction when comparing stage 1 and 2, and comparing stage 3 and 4 (Fig. 18 and 

19). These timing-differences are large enough to be measured by the CNS, and within 

the temporal range (i.e. tens of milliseconds) that the CNS operates during fine motor 

coordination (for a review on temporal processing, see Mauk and Buonomano, 2004). 
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Therefore, we conclude that the fourth hypothesis is likely to be correct, that is, 

differences in the timing of contact are used to adapt the MGA during grasping 

movements. 

The capability to grasp objects is dependent on many sequential processes. The 

object must be spatially localized, the hand needs to be transported towards the object 

and the fingers be enclosed around it. Subsequently, appropriate forces must be 

applied by the fingers in order to lift and manipulate it. A recent study that 

investigated the transition between the grasping movement and the succeeding 

manipulation of an object found that these two components were controlled 

separately and rather independent of each other: The goal of the grasping movement 

seem to be to position the fingers on appropriate places on the object, and after this is 

achieved, the forces needed to lift the object starts to be built up (Biegstraaten et al., 

2005). Our conclusion that the CNS primarily controls the timing of contact between 

the fingers and the object is consistent with this apparent dichotomy. Our data can, 

however, extend the picture. Specifically, it seems as if the motor command needed to 

apply forces on the object is released in a feedforward manner. It is not the case that 

the CNS waits for sensory information that confirms that object contact has occurred 

and then apply the appropriate forces. Rather, the motor command to increase the 

forces is released shortly after the predicted moment of contact. Two findings in our 

data provides support for this suggestion: First, when the size of the haptic object was 

decreased in size, there was often an acceleration of the fingers prior to contact with 

the object (Fig. 16), that is, the fingers started to "squeeze" the object before contact 

has actually occurred. Second, when the size of the haptic object was decreased in 

size, the normal force was often built up a little bit faster during the first 300 ms after 

object contact, and vice versa when the size of the haptic object was increased in size, 

the normal force was built up a little bit slower during the first 300 ms after object 

contact (Fig. 17; note that the sampling periods in this illustration are synchronized at 

object contact). 

This account is reminiscent of the finding that feedforward mechanisms are 

used to anticipatorily scale appropriate forces in relation to other object properties 

such as surface friction (Westling and Johansson, 1984), weight (Johansson and 

Westling, 1988; Gordon et al., 1991b) and object shape (Jenmalm and Johansson, 

1997). Given the accuracy of the description that the motor command for applying 

forces is released shortly after the predicted moment of contact, it is understandable 

why information about the timing of contact is important when grasping objects. An 

unexpected object size disrupts the temporal structure of the movement in the sense 

that the motor commands are released at an incorrect moment in time. 
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Brain areas involved in grasping 

So what brain areas are the ‘neural correlate’ for the processes investigated in 

this thesis? First, it may be useful to consider the computational steps that needs to be 

carried out by the CNS in order to grasp an object. 

These steps have been conceptualized slightly different by different authors, 

but the main content is similar. For instance, Kawato et al. thinks that three steps are 

necessary to control voluntary movements (Kawato et al., 1987): The desired 

trajectory of the movement needs to be determined in visual coordinates, these 

coordinates needs to be transformed into body coordinates and a motor command 

must be generated. Jeannerod et al.  (Jeannerod et al., 1995) gives a similar account: 

The desired movement vector needs to be planned and this movement vector must be 

transformed into a joint-based motor command. 

In the following description, it is important to keep in mind that the areas 

mentioned not should be considered as discrete units, but rather as parts of a 

distributed network. 

The first step, ‘determining a movement trajectory’, is normally dependent on 

visual information. Regarding visual processing, a division has been proposed between 

neural systems for perception and action (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Goodale, 2001). 

Perceptual information is processed in the ‘ventral pathway’ projecting from the visual 

cortex to the inferotemporal cortex whereas visuomotor processing occurs in the 

‘dorsal pathway’ projecting to the posterior parietal cortex (PPC). In accordance with 

this distinction, both reaching and grasping has been proposed to depend on visual 

information that is processed in the dorsal visual pathway (Goodale et al., 1991; 

Jeannerod, 1994). A further subdivision of the dorsal visual pathway into a ‘dorso-

dorsal’ (d-d) and a ‘ventro-dorsal’ (v-d) stream has recently been suggested (Rizzolatti 

and Matelli, 2003). The d-d stream projects mainly to the superior parietal lobule, 

whereas the v-d stream projects primarily to the inferior parietal lobule. Both 

projections are engaged in the ‘on-line’ control of actions, but the v-d stream also 

plays a role in understanding the actions of others. 

The second step, ‘transforming information in visual coordinates to body 

coordinates’, seems to be executed in the PPC. The PPC is considered as an area that 

is important for multisensory integration and sensorimotor coordinate 

transformations (Andersen and Buneo, 2002; Buneo et al., 2002). These are believed 

to be part in high-level ‘intentions’ or ‘plans’ related to action. Different subregions of 

this part of the brain seems to be specialized for different kinds of movements. For 

instance, the anterior intraparietal region (AIP) seems to be important for grasping 

since cells in this region responds selectively for different object shapes and 
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configurations of the hand when grasping objects (Sakata et al., 1997). An adjecent 

area, the parietal reach region (PRR) is believed to subserve coordinate 

transformations related to reaching (Batista et al., 1999). Both AIP and PRR are 

embedded in the intraparietal sulcus. Adaptation and learning effects on sensorimotor 

transformations have been located to the PPC. Adaptation of reaching movements to 

visually distorting prisms resulted in selective activation of the PPC contralateral to 

the reaching arm in a PET study (Clower et al., 1996). Consequently, it appears as if 

the transformation between sensory and motor coordinates occurs in the PPC. 

However, there are growing evidence suggesting that the CNS also models the 

opposite transformation, that is, between motor commands and their sensory 

consequences. These models are known as ‘forward internal models’ (Wolpert et al., 

1995). They are suggested to use efference copies of the motor command and their 

primary role are to predict the sensory consequences of an action and to enable 

comparisons between predicted and actual sensory feedback. This is important for 

various reasons; for estimating the state of the motor system, to asses the context of 

the system and during motor learning (Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000). Forward 

models are likely to be stored in the cerebellum (Kawato et al., 2003). Climbing fibers 

projecting to the cerebellum codes for reaching errors at the end of a movement, 

which may serve as a training signal that can be used during motor learning (Kitazawa 

et al., 1998). 

The third step, ‘the generation of a motor command’, has been suggested to 

occur in the premotor cortex in the frontal lobe, especially in the ventral area F5 

(Jeannerod et al., 1995). Interestingly, AIP in the parietal cortex has been 

demonstrated to have dense connections with area F5 in the premotor cortex (Taira et 

al., 1990: for a computational model of how these areas may interact, see Fagg and 

Arbib, 1998). Neurons in F5 responds selectively to activities related to grasping, 

where different populations of neurons are specialized for different ‘kinds’ of 

prehension, such as using a precision-grip or making a whole-hand grasp (Rizzolatti et 

al., 1988). It has been suggested that different neurons represent different motor 

‘primitives’ or ‘schemas’ that can be combined in various ways to create more 

complex movements. The benefit with such an approach would be that it reduce the 

huge number of representations needed if movements were represented in terms of 

individual muscles or motoneurons (Jeannerod et al., 1995). Other areas in the 

premotor cortex has also been suggested to be involved in reaching movements. For 

instance, area F4 which have dense connections with area VIP in the inferior parietal 

lubule in the PPC (Rizzolatti and Matelli, 2003), and area F2 (dorsal premotor cortex), 

with projections mainly to the superior parietal lobule in the PPC (Wise et al., 1997). 
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Finally, the activation of motoneurons occur in the motor cortex, where 

different parts of the body is represented in a somatotopic map. Damage to the 

primary motor cortex and to the pyramidal tract in primates impairs the control of 

individual digits and thereby normal grasping (Passingham et al., 1978). 

 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

• The impact of a specific source of sensory information on the sensorimotor 

transformation during grasping is regulated to avoid prehension error. As 

such, sensory integration processes are molded to satisfy task requirements 

(Paper I).  

 

• The weighting of sensory information is not influenced by whether or not 

subjects are consciously aware of any discrepancy between visual and haptic 

information (Paper I).  

 

• Adaptation during grasping movements is linearly extrapolated and 

interpolated in the visuomotor map. As such, subjects are reluctant to 

abandon a straight linear function determining the relation between visual 

object size and the maximum grip aperture (Paper II).  

 

• The plasticity of the visuomotor map is constrained to allow modifications of 

the offset parameter but not modifications of the slope parameter (Paper II). 

 

• Normal humans can establish a novel audiomotor map that allows them to 

appropriately pre-shape their hands when grasping objects on the basis of 

auditory information. Once this map has been established, it is easily 

modified by a change in the relation between auditory and haptic information 

(Paper III). 

 

• Different learning strategies are employed when sensorimotor 

transformations are established compared to when existing transformations 

are modified. Learning of an audiomotor map consisted of three distinct 

phases: during the first stage (∼10-15 trials) subjects used MGAs large enough 
to grasp any reasonably sized object and there were no overt signs of learning. 

During the second stage there was a period of fast learning where the slope of 
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the relationship between MGA and object size became steeper until the third 

stage where the slope was constant. In contrast, when adaptation was studied 

in the established audiomotor map there was rapid learning from the start of 

a size perturbation (Paper III). 

 

• Information about the timing of contact between the object and the fingers is 

used to encode an unexpected object size. As such, timing-information is 

used to drive the adaptation of the MGA during grasping movements (Paper 

IV). 

 

• The motor command for applying forces on the object is anticipatorily 

released at the predicted moment of contact (Paper IV). 
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